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Signing up to ChronoSheets
To start using ChronoSheets, you will need to create an account via the ChronoSheets website.
This account sign-up will set up a company profile and your first personal account.  The
company profile (also called “organisation”) is an umbrella for all the configuration, accounts of
your employees and your first account.  The first account will be set up with full access to all
features and you’ll be able to set up jobs, tasks, clients, projects, vehicle fleet and employee
account management once you log in.

The ChronoSheets sign up form

Choosing a plan
You can decide to use a free plan or paid plan on ChronoSheets.  If your company has less than
3 employees (seats, including yourself), 1GB storage and 5 minutes audio transcription then
you’ll be able to use all the features for free.  For companies that have more employees, require
more storage or audio transcription, you can adjust the sliders to see how much it will cost.
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Your company/organisation information
The next step of the signup process is to enter your company/organisation information.  Enter
the company name, address, phone number, email address and timezone. Click next to proceed
to the next step.

Your account information
On the final step of the signup process, you’ll need to enter your account information.  This
account will be a user under the organisation (like all the other employees you can add later) but
it will have full access and control over all the settings in the ChronoSheet organisation account.
The email address for the account can be the same as the company/organisation email
address, but it’s recommended this first account be a real employee.  Take for example a project
manager that wants to use ChronoSheets to better understand where time is being spent.  They
may be acting on behalf of their company by signing up for ChronoSheets.  Ideally, they should
be putting their own details into the first account.  They shouldn’t share the account username
and password, if they want another manager to have full control then another account should be
added (See “Adding your employees to your ChronoSheets account”).  After completing the
form, click the submit button.

Verify your email address
After successfully filling out the signup form, an email will be sent to the email you entered in the
second step “Enter your account details”.  This email will contain a validation link that you need
to click on to complete the signup and activate the account.  After clicking the link, validation will
take place and you’ll automatically be logged into your ChronoSheets account.

Quick start with the ChronoSheets setup wizard
After successful signup, you’ll automatically be redirected to the setup wizard.  The setup wizard
will appear every time you log in until the setup wizard has been completed successfully.  The
setup wizard will set up some basic configuration and act as a tutorial with information to help
you along the way.
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The ChronoSheets Quick Start wizard

Step 1: Adding your first client
Some companies will be billing other companies for work performed.  If this sounds like your
company, then you’ll be able to create all your clients in ChronoSheets.  In step 1 you’ll be
creating the first client under your account.  The client will become available later, when you set
up projects and jobs, submit timesheets or run reports.  If your company/organisation doesn’t
perform work for anyone else, then I suppose you only have one client i.e. “yourself”.  Step 1 will
prefill the client name with your organisation name.

Step 2: Adding a project to your first client
You’ll be able to add projects to the client you created in step 1.  These projects will have some
use later on: you’ll be able to set project cost estimates and generate reports on project cost
tracking (actual cost vs. estimated cost).

Step 3: Creating your first job code
You’ll need to create at least one job code.  This links a client and project to a unique code.
These codes will be used by your employees during timesheet submission as a quick reference
to some unit of work.
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Step 4: Creating your first set of tasks
Now you’ll enter in some tasks that will be available under the job code created in step 3.  Keep
in mind these tasks will be reusable across any other job codes you create in the future.

Step 5: Adding employees to your organisation account
Finally, you’ll enter some account information for employees you wish to invite to your
ChonoSheets account.  Each of the employees will receive an email with login details and
instructions once the wizard is completed.  Most of this information can be altered afterward (for
example, you might want to later restrict access by changing permission granted to the user).
You can alternatively skip this entire step if you don’t want to add employees at this stage.

Submitting your first timesheet
After the setup wizard has completed, you’ll be able to finally submit your first timesheet!  Head
over to the timesheet submission page by clicking on the top LHS main menu icon (hamburger)
and then choose “TIMESHEETS”.  You’ll be presented with a mostly blank page (because you
haven’t submitted timesheets yet).  Today’s date is automatically selected for you and there are
some controls on the top RHS of the page.  Click on the “ADD SHEET” button to create an
empty record.  On the empty record, click the first drop-down labeled “Job code”.  You will see
the job code you created in the wizard, and if you’ve created other job codes you’ll see them
here too.  Select a task from the drop-down labeled “Task”.  Enter the start time of the timesheet
and enter the end time of the timesheet.  Repeat the process for any other timesheet entries
and then click “SAVE” to save them.

The ChronoSheets timesheet submission page
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Time format
An important thing to note is that the times are in 24-hour format with leading zeros.  So 9:15
am should be entered “09”:”15” and 8:43 pm should be entered “20”:”43”.  If this format isn’t
adhered to, then you may have validation errors.

Validation
The timesheet records will be validated as you type.  On the LHS of the timesheet records,
you’ll either see a green tick or a red alert icon.  The green tick means the timesheet record is
valid and the red alert means that the timesheet record is either invalid or conflicts with another
timesheet record.

Timer function
There is a timer function that allows you to conveniently start and stop a timer.  When the timer
starts, the date and time are recorded.  Once you stop the timer, the end date and time is
recorded and a timesheet record is automatically created and saved.  To start the timer, click on
the “START TIMER” button.  Choose the job code and task in the dialogue that appears and
click “START”.  The button changes to show how long the timer is running.  Click the button
again to stop the timer and save the timesheet.

Logging into ChronoSheets
You can log in to the ChronoSheets website anytime to submit timesheets, manage the
organisation setup, export data or generate reports.  Goto the ChronoSheets website
(app.chronosheets.com) and click on the “LOGIN” button. Enter your username and password
and click “LOGIN”.  If the login is successful, you’ll see your account information page.
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The ChronoSheets login page

Resetting your ChronoSheets password
If you forget your ChronoSheets password, you can choose to have a password reset email
sent to the email address you used to sign up to ChronoSheets.  Goto the ChronoSheets login
page on the website (app.chronosheets.com) and click on the “Forgot password” link on the
bottom RHS of the login form.  Enter either your username or email address and verify with the
reCAPTCHA in the form presented and click “CONFIRM”.  An email will be sent to your email
address with a special link.  When the email arrives in your inbox, click on the link.  You’ll be
greeted with a form where you can enter a new password.

Updating your ChronoSheets account
You can update most of your account information on the ChronoSheets website.  If you’re
already logged in, click on the main menu (hamburger at top LHS of the site) and choose the
“MY ACCOUNT” menu item.  If you’re not logged in, go ahead and log in.  The first page you’ll
see when you log in is the “MY ACCOUNT” page.  There are two sections to the form: the first is
for basic information and the second is to change your password.  You don’t need to fill out the
second section if you don’t want to change your password.
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Updating your account information from the ChronoSheets My Account page

Updating general account information
The first top half of the form allows you to change your email address, first name, and last
name.  After making the required changes, click the “SAVE CHANGES” button to apply.

Changing your account password
The second half of the form allows you to change your password.  To change your password,
you’ll first need to click the checkbox indicating that you would like to change your password.
Enter your old password first, then enter the new password twice (the second time is to confirm).
Once you’ve finished, click “SAVE CHANGES” to save.

Your personal reports
Personal reports can give you a window into where you’re spending your time.  ChronoSheets
provides personal reports to all employees that have the required permission (permissions are
set by your manager).  Personal reports break down timesheet data into five different graphs:
consolidated, jobs and tasks timeline, clients and projects timeline, job and task totals and client
and project totals.  The aim is for employees to see how they’re spending their time at a quick
glance.  A date range filter can also be applied, so if the employee wants to see how they spent
their time for one particular week during a busy period, they can.  To access your personal
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reports, click on the main menu icon at the top RHS and click “MY REPORTS”.  If you cannot
see this menu item it’s because you haven’t been given permission.

Viewing personal timesheet reports data in the ChronoSheets My Reports view

Clients and projects
As your business grows and you start doing more work for other businesses, you’ll want to keep
track of how much time is being spent across all these clients and projects.  A client can have
as many projects as you want, and this can be a good way of recording all the work you’ve been
doing for other companies.  Clients and projects become assignable to job codes (you’ll learn
about them later).  When a job code is created, a client and one of the clients’ projects are
selected.  As timesheets are recorded for a job code, ChronoSheets can work out how much
time is being spent on clients and projects.  This cost data can further be exported from
ChronoSheets for processing with other software for invoicing/billing.
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Start creating clients and projects by clicking on the main menu icon (hamburger) at the top
left-hand side of the ChronoSheets site (after you have logged in).  Choose the “CLIENTS AND
PROJECTS” menu item.  The first view you’ll see will show you your clients.  You may have not
defined any yet.

Managing Clients and Projects from the ChronoSheets Client page

Creating clients and projects
On the clients and projects page, click on the “NEW” button above the data grid.  A dialogue
appears, so enter the name of the client and click “CREATE”.  Now you’ll be taken to a view
where you can start adding the projects for this new client.  Go ahead and start adding projects
by first clicking on the “NEW” button above the project's data grid.  Enter the project name and if
you want to track actual project cost vs. estimated cost, enter the estimated cost of the project.
Save by clicking “CREATE”.  Repeat the process for more projects under this new client.  Go
back to the grid of clients to create a new client with its own projects.

Tasks
Tasks in ChronoSheets are considered to be contained in a library of tasks that can be reused
by job codes.  This means that you won’t need to keep entering a task every time that task is
required on all the different job codes.  As an example, you might have a common task such as
“Writing Documents”.  This task could be under a number of different job codes.  Your
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employees might be working on two job codes, “HG645” and “IO334”, for two different clients.
As part of these tasks, employees are required to write documents.  So the “Writing Documents”
task can be reused and shared across them.

Creating a Task in ChronoSheets

Creating tasks
Click on the main menu icon at the top left-hand side of the ChronoSheets website (assuming
you have logged in) and choose the “JOBS AND TASKS” menu item.  You’ll see two grids: jobs
and tasks.  Over on the tasks grid, click the “NEW” button.  Enter the name of the task, and if
the new task can be used with a vehicle (for vehicle fleet tracking) you can toggle the option to
enable trip recording.

The behavior of this option is as follows:  if an employee is using the ChronoSheets Stopwatch
iOS and Android app and they choose a job code then choose this task, with the trip recording
option switched on they’ll get an additional prompt allowing them to record the GPS tracking.
Even with the trip recording enabled, they can opt-out of recording the trip.  With trip recording
disabled, the experience is streamlined because that prompt won’t appear.

Finally, click “CREATE” to save the new task.  The task will be added to your library of tasks so
it can be reused throughout your jobs.
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Job Codes
A job code identifies some work to be done for a project belonging to a client.  A job code is like
a short name or tag that can be selected by your employees as they are entering timesheets.
Job codes don’t need to be cryptic, they can contain words or numbers.  Generally, job codes
that you create become available to all your employees, but you can restrict job code usage to
organisation groups if you require that segmentation.

Creating a Job code in ChronoSheets

Creating job codes
To create a job, you’ll need to have either completed the setup wizard or created at least one
client, project and task.  From the main menu at the top left-hand side of the ChronoSheets
website (assuming you’re logged in), click on the “JOBS AND TASKS” menu item.  You’ll see
two grids.  The left-hand side grid contains existing job codes (if you’ve created some already).
To create a new job code, click on the “NEW” button at the top of the job code grid.  Type a
meaningful job code name, select the client and project, and type tasks that should be available
to employees that select this job code during timesheet submission.  Click “CREATE” to finalise
the process and save the job code.  You’ll be redirected back to the JOBS AND TASKS page.
You may or may not see the new job code straight away, if you can’t see it you may need to
enter the job code in the search filter.
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Set up your vehicle fleet
Your company may have a vehicle fleet, and ChronoSheets offers a great way to track mileage
and fuel cost.  By setting up a vehicle fleet in ChronoSheets, your employees will be able to tag
timesheets against the vehicle they are driving and save the full GPS trip history.  To begin using
this feature, you’ll need to access the ChronoSheets website and enter the vehicle details.
Once the vehicles in the fleet have been saved to your organisation account, they become
available to use in the ChronoSheets Stopwatch iOS and Android apps.

To start, click on the main menu icon at the top left-hand side of the ChronoSheets website
(assuming you are logged on) and then click on “ORGANISATION FLEET”.  Create your first
vehicle by clicking on the “NEW” button, entering a vehicle name, vehicle fuel cost per KM,
vehicle make, model and year, and the license plate number.  Click “SAVE CHANGES” to save
the vehicle to your fleet records.

Managing your vehicle fleet in ChronoSheets

Setting vehicle fuel cost to track trip expense
The vehicle fuel cost will be used when a timesheet is recorded with a task that has been set to
track the trip.  ChronoSheets will multiply the distance of the trip by the fuel cost/km at the time
the timesheet is saved.  This data is then saved for reference/reporting later.  Fuel costs can
fluctuate from week to week, so you can go ahead and regularly update the fuel cost for
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vehicles in your fleet - it won’t alter existing saved trip data and any trips submitted after the
change will have the new fuel cost applied until the fuel cost is changed again.

Adding your employees to your ChronoSheets
account
The whole purpose of ChronoSheets is to be used by all employees in your
company/organisation and to have all the timesheet information in one place, so you’ll need a
convenient way to add your employees to ChronoSheets.  Start by clicking on the main menu
icon at the top left-hand side of the ChronoSheets website (assuming you’re logged on).  Next
click on the “USERS” menu item.  At the top, click on “CREATE NEW”.  In the presented form,
enter the employee details.

Creating a user in ChronoSheets

Entering employee account information
● Username

This is the user account name for the employee.  It’s best to use something that will help
managers identify who the user is
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● Email address
This MUST be a valid email address.  All communications from ChronoSheets will be
sent to this email address, including the initial setup instructions email.

● First and last name
The first and last names of the employee

● Pay rates
If you like, you can enter the normal pay rate ($/hour for normal working time) and
overtime pay rate ($/hour for overtime).  These values are used to calculate the cost of
timesheets

● Permissions
Setup the employee with the required permissions

● Alert settings
Choose if this employee will receive alerts from ChronoSheets (these are usually for
management employees)

● Subscribed to newsletter
Sometimes ChronoSheets will send out a newsletter to all users regarding updates,
changes, and news.

Login instructions sent to the employee
Click “SAVE CHANGES” to finish creating the user.  An email will be sent within a few minutes
to the new user with instructions on how to log in for the first time and change their default
password.  If the employee doesn’t appear to have received the email within 5 minutes, make
sure they check their junk mail folder in their email account.

Setup employee pay rates
Employee pay rates can be set up so management, human resourcing, and accounting teams
can track how much each timesheet entry costs the business.  If employee rates are set up then
when the employees submit timesheets, the cost for the unit of time is calculated and saved at
that point.  ChronoSheets also archives pay rates for historical purposes, so management
teams can see past rates easily.  ChronoSheets decides whether the cost for the timesheet
should be charged at the standard pay rate or overtime pay rate based on employee rosters.
Rosters are required if you want to track the pay rates properly.
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Setting hourly pay rates in ChronoSheets

Standard and overtime pay rates
The standard pay rate applies when part or all of the timesheet entry is during rostered hours.
The overtime pay rate applies when it’s for non-rostered hours. If an employee is rostered to
work on Mondays from 10 am - 3 pm but they submit a timesheet for 10 am - 6 pm, then they
have worked under a normal pay rate of 5 hours and an overtime pay rate of 3 hours.  The
standard pay rate will only be applied to the 5 hours, but the timesheet cost will also include the
overtime pay rate applied to the extra 3 hours.

Archive of pay rates
Pay rates will remain in ChronoSheets even after a pay rate has been updated.  When you
update the pay rates, the old rates will be archived and the new pay rates will become active.
This is so that historical timesheets can still be entered and correct timesheet cost can be
calculated.
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Setup employee rosters
Rosters are necessary for timesheet cost calculations - without rosters ChronoSheets will not be
able to determine if the timesheet is during normal working hours (rostered hours) or overtime
hours (non-rostered hours).  The employee roster view aims to be easy to use but also has
some features which make rosters flexible.  Start by clicking on the main menu icon located in
the top left-hand side of the website (assuming you have logged in) and choose the “USERS”
menu item.  Select a user from the grid displayed (if you cannot see any users, it’s because you
haven’t added anyone yet.  Check the section in this document about user management) and
click on the “ROSTER” button at the top.  You’ll see panels for each day of the week.

Creating a roster for an employee/user in ChronoSheets

Seven-day working week
The rosters are entered into a seven-day working week (Monday-Sunday).  When a timesheet is
submitted on a Tuesday, ChronoSheets will use the Tuesday roster to calculate timesheet cost.
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Next to each day's title is some blue text that indicates the total time, in hours, for the day.
Although many companies work Monday-Friday, there are still some that work on weekends.

Rostered time slots
Each of the days in the roster can have as many time slots as required.  This is useful if you
have a shift worker that works from 1 am - 4 am on Sunday morning and 8pm-11pm on Sunday
night.  You would define two slots for Sunday.  The time slots are also validated, so if you see a
red cross next to time slots, then you know you need to fix the times to make them valid.  When
you’ve finished making adjustments, click on the “SAVE CHANGES'' button at the top to save
the changes.

ChronoSheets permissions system
By now you may have added several employees as ChronoSheets users under your account.
Often organisations/companies will have a clear structure in terms of chain of command, or
roles and responsibilities.  ChronoSheets assists companies in maintaining this structure by
utilising a permissions system.  Most of the different aspects of configuring or viewing data have
been tied to permissions.  Changing permissions will not only show/hide various sections of
ChronoSheets, but it will also prevent unauthorised attempts to forge fake requests to the
ChronoSheets system (if a malicious employee did go to this length).  Permissions are also
enforced on the ChronoSheets API.
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Updating a user account in ChronoSheets

Permission explanations

“Submit timesheet”
This permission will give the employee the ability to submit timesheets via the website and the
ChronoSheets Stopwatch iOS and Android apps.  This permission should be granted to most
employees.  You may have external contractors that don’t need timesheet submission and only
need to generate reports, in that case, the permission can be switched off.

“Manage jobs and tasks”
This permission will allow the employee access to the jobs and tasks management pages.  This
permission is ideal for project managers that are managing the jobs and tasks employees are
performing.

“Manage clients and projects”
This permission will give the employee access to the clients and projects management pages.
This permission can be assigned to project managers or client-liaisons.  The employee with this
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permission will be able to create and update the clients and projects, which includes entering a
project cost estimation.

“Manage organisation users”
This permission will give the employee access to user management pages.  This includes
updating user details, pay rates, rostered hours and inviting new employees.  This permission
may be granted to an employee in an HR role.

“Can view their own reports”
This permission will allow an employee to view reports about their own timesheets.  This may or
may not be required depending on the company policy on giving employees access.

“Can view all employee reports”
This permission will give an employee access to all other employee timesheet reports including
project cost tracking and raw data export.  Use this permission with caution.  Depending on the
company policy, timesheet data may contain sensitive information that shouldn’t be generally
known by the employees such as actual/estimated project costs.

“Manage organisation groups”
This permission will allow the employee to manage the grouping of employees into organisation
groups.  This permission may be granted to an employee in an HR.

“Organisation administrator”
This permission will allow the employee to alter the organisation/company details such as email
address, business address, and name.

“Manage fleet”
This permission will allow the employee to create or update vehicles in the fleet.  The employee
will be able to change vehicle fuel costs, vehicle name, make and model.  This permission may
be granted to an employee that is in charge/responsible for the vehicles and monitoring fuel
costs.

“Can view their own trips”
This permission will allow the employee to view their own GPS trip history.  They’ll be able to
see maps detailing their trips along with fuel costs, start and end addresses, and distances.
This may or may not be required depending on the company policy on giving employees
access.
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“Access Billing”
This permission will allow the employee to access the Billing page and update the organisation’s
payment method or change the plan type.  This permission should be given out with precaution
because an organisation could incur unnecessary costs if they, for example, upgraded the plan
from 20 seats to 300 seats.

Organisation Groups
Organisation groups are employee groups within an organisation.  Employees can belong to
more than one group if required.  An example where organisation groups are used in
ChronoSheets is with job codes.  You may want to only allow access to a management-related
job code by management employees.  In this case, you can define a management organisation
group and then restrict access to the management job code so that only the management group
will be able to use it.  This has two bonuses: firstly, it means that the other employees won’t see
job codes they don’t use; secondly, it means that the other employees will never know about the
management job codes.  To manage organisation groups, go to the main menu from the icon at
the top left-hand side of the ChronoSheets website (assuming you’re logged on).  Choose the
“ORGANISATION GROUPS” menu item.  To create a new group, click on the “NEW” button at
the top.  Enter a name for the group (e.g. Management), and then start typing the names of the
employees that belong to this group.  Click the “CREATE” button when you’ve finished.

The Organisation Groups listing page in ChronoSheets
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ChronoSheets alerts system
At present, there are two types of alerts that can be sent from ChronoSheets.  To receive the
alert, your account must have the alerts settings switched on (see the section on Adding your
employees to your ChronoSheets account).  Alerts are sent via email and contain a summary of
the topic which should help you keep up to date with employee activity.

Alerts explanation

“Non-rostered working hours”
This alert will be sent when an employee enters a timesheet that falls outside their normal
working hours.  It will contain a summary including the employee details, timesheet details, and
overtime length and cost.

“Project cost alerts”
This alert will be sent at different stages of the actual project cost.  Below are the different
stages:

1. Actual project cost exceeds 50% of the estimated cost
2. Actual project cost exceeds 70% of the estimated cost
3. Actual project cost exceeds 90% of the estimated cost
4. Actual project cost exceeds 100% of the estimated cost

As employees are submitting timesheets on different projects, the actual cost for these projects
will increase.  This alert is designed to let project managers know if actual project cost is
approaching or exceeds the final estimated cost.

Updating your organisation account information
To update your organisation account information, you’ll need to have the “Organisation admin”
permission on your account.  Click on the main menu icon at the top left-hand side of the
ChronoSheets website (assuming you have logged on) and choose the “MY ORGANISATION”
menu item.  You’ll be presented with a form where you can update the organisation details.
Change the required fields and click “SAVE CHANGES” to apply.
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Updating Organisation information in ChronoSheets
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Connecting to Xero Payroll

Getting started
ChronoSheets can connect to Xero and allow you to send employee timesheet entries for
payroll processing.  You will need an existing Xero account with a payroll calendar and
employees setup within Xero before getting started with the ChronoSheets-Xero integration.
You will also need to have created all your ChronoSheets employee/user accounts within
ChronoSheets.

You need a few things setup before proceeding with creating Xero integrations.

Requirements in ChronoSheets
You need to do this in ChronoSheets if you haven’t already

1. Create employee accounts in ChronoSheets
2. Set normal pay rate and overtime pay rate for each employee
3. Set the roster for each employee

Requirements in Xero
You need to do this in Xero if you haven’t already

1. Create employee accounts in Xero
2. Assign a normal rate to each employee
3. Assign a payroll calendar to each employee

To setup the integration, click on the main menu icon at the top left-hand side of the
ChronoSheets website (assuming you have logged on) and choose the “INTEGRATIONS” menu
item.  Initiate the integration by clicking on the “ADD NEW XERO INTEGRATION” button in the
middle of the screen.  You will now be redirected to Xero where you can login using your Xero
account, follow the prompts and you eventually be redirected back to ChronoSheets to complete
the integration.

Integration settings
Now that you’re back in ChronoSheets, you should be presented with a setup wizard where you
can set up the integration.  This assists ChronoSheets in knowing when and how to finalise and
send timesheet entries to Xero.  Timesheet entries are sent to Xero with the APPROVED status.
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Step 01: Name the Xero integration
ChronoSheets supports multiple integrations.  Giving your integration a name will make it easier
to identify when you have a list of integrations.

Step 02: Link to Xero ‘Tenant’
Xero is a ‘multi tenanted’ system, so you need to tell ChronoSheets which Xero tenant it’s going
to be linked to.  Simply choose the Xero tenant you require from the drop down menu and click
next.  If your employees are divided into more than one tenant then you need to create
additional integrations (one for each tenant).

Step 03: Select the Xero payroll calendar
Xero has the ability to have different payroll calendars.  So that ChronoSheets knows which
employees are within this integration, you need to select the required payroll calendar.  Simply
select the required payroll calendar from the drop down list and click next.  If you have more
than one payroll calendar then you need to create additional integrations (one for each payroll
calendar).

Step 04: Link pay rates
You now need to link the Xero pay rates with the ChronoSheets pay rates.  This is so that
ChronoSheets can know which time belongs to overtime or normal time.

Step 05: Link ChronoSheets employees to Xero
Now you need to indicate to ChronoSheets which Xero employee is linked to which
ChronoSheets employee.  This lets ChronoSheets know who owns the timesheet entries.  Go
through each line and for each ChronoSheets employee, select the corresponding Xero
employee.  Once you’ve linked all required employees, click finish.  The integration settings will
now be saved.

You can come back to the settings anytime if you need to change them (e.g. if you are
onboarding a new employee, go to the integration and proceed to the last step then link the
Xero employee to the ChronoSheets employee).

Sending the Timesheets to Xero
Once the setup is complete, the settings will be saved for any future use.  At the end of each
payroll calendar cycle you need to come into INTEGRATIONS, find the relevant integration and
click on “SUBMIT TIMESHEETS”.  This will launch a timesheet summary for the payroll
calendar.  You can now review the timesheet summary for employees under that payroll
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calendar.  To send the timesheet records to Xero, scroll to the bottom of the timesheet summary
and click “APPROVE AND SUBMIT”.  All your timesheets for the relevant payroll calendar
should now be in Xero.

Some limitations
There is one limitation with the Xero integration:

You can’t submit timesheets from a payroll calendar more than once.

You may get an error message such as

Timesheets have already been entered/submitted in Xero for this pay period. Please delete the
timesheets in Xero before submitting from ChronoSheets.

This means that you have already submitted the payroll calendar period to Xero or you have
existing records in Xero.  If you want to submit timesheets from ChronoSheets, there can’t
already be timesheets in Xero for the particular payroll calendar period.  You may need to delete
them from Xero.

Also, if you goto the SUBMIT TIMESHEETS timesheet summary screen and discover that the
timesheet summary is incorrect (e.g. the employee submitted the wrong time or the employee
had an incorrect roster which was fixed), that employee may update their timesheet entries.
You will then need to click on “REFRESH” to get the latest.  If you don’t do this you will get a
reminder such as:

Timesheet summary has changed since you last loaded this screen. The screen has been refreshed,
please check it again.

The screen will automatically refresh for you, showing the latest records that you can then
submit
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Managing your subscription
You can change your plan or update your payment card anytime from the Billing page.  Choose
the “BILLING” menu item from the main menu.  The billing page shows your current plan and
how many seats, file storage and minutes of audio transcription used.  If you are already on a
paid plan, then you’ll be able to update your payment card.  Being on either free or paid plans
will give you the option to change your plan.

Viewing organisation level reports
Organisation reports contain charts and data for all timesheets submitted by all employees
under your organisation.  To access organisation level reports, you’ll need the “Can view all
employees reports” permission on your account.  Click the top left-hand side menu on the
ChronoSheets website while logged in.  Choose the “ORGANISATION REPORTS” menu item
from the menu.  The organisation reports view is broken up into two main areas: tabs at the very
top which allow you to switch between the reports, and below the tabs are filters which apply to
the current tab you’re viewing.  You may notice, as you switch through tabs, that different filters
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are shown.  Some reports will have the same or similar filters, others will be different.  Most
reports have a date range filter so you can narrow down the report to specific dates.  Also
common is the “employee” filter which lets you report on particular employees.

The Project Costs reports, one of the Organisation reports in ChronoSheets

Filtering by a date range
At the top left of the organisation reports view you’ll see the start date and end date input fields.
Click the start date field and a popup will display where you can select a date - you can do the
same for the end date.  The filter will be applied when you select the dates.  The field date
format is “YYYY-MM-DD”.  The date range filter applies to the current report you’re viewing.

Filtering by a select set of employees
Next to the date range filters, at the top of most reports, is the employee filter selector.  Click the
drop-down and you’ll see a list of employees under the organisation.  You can click one or many
employees and only timesheet data for these employees will show.  If you want you can also
clear the current selection by clicking on the “x” icon next to the filter.
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Changing the unit of measure
This isn’t a filter - it’s a display option.  You can choose if you want to display the data by
minutes or hours by using this option, but this will only apply to the charts (not the raw data grid
view).

Consolidated view
The consolidated view will show total time submitted across all jobs, tasks, clients, and projects.
The x-axis is the date and the y-axis is the time sum (daily) in either hours or minutes depending
on the unit of measure.

Project costs view
The project cost view will show all projects indicating actual cost vs. estimated cost in the format
of bar charts.

Hide and show projects from the reports
At the top of the project, costs report view, you’ll see a switch for each of the projects in your
account.  Click the switch to show/hide the bar charts for the project.  This can be used if you
only want to see a particular project cost cart.

Project timelines
This report will show a timeline of all the projects you have in your ChronoSheets account.  This
is a basic Gantt chart showing where each project sits within a linear timeline stretching
horizontally.  You can view actual project costs here (showing how much each project has cost,
compared to the estimated cost).  You can also slide the start and end times to adjust the
project start and end dates.

Vehicle fleet view
The vehicle fleet view will show all GPS vehicle trips across the entire organisation.  The report
administrator can filter by employees to show GPS vehicle trips for specific employees.  Each
trip has an embedded map detailing the trip, along with some general trip information.

File attachments
This report gathers file attachments submitted by all of your employees into one central location.
Here you can find tax invoices, receipts or worksite photos.  You can use the filters to further
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narrow your search (e.g. search for all file attachments from Jeremy in January 2019).  You can
then download the file attachments when required.

Speech transcripts
This report will gather speech to text transcriptions submitted by all of your employees.  These
are audio recordings that have automatically had their audio analyzed and converted into
searchable text.  This means that you can find audio records by entering a keyword in the filters
at the top.  You can also view the raw transcript or download the original audio file.

Jobs and tasks view
The Jobs and tasks reporting view will give you insight into where time is being spent in relation
to jobs and tasks.  There are four chart panels in this view.  Each chart panel has a legend and
you can hover over the chart elements to see more information.

Jobs timeline
Shows a time series chart with the sum of time spent on job codes (daily) with respect to time.

Tasks timeline
Shows a time series chart with the sum of time spent on tasks (daily) with respect to time.

Jobs totals
Shows a pie chart with the total for each job.

Task totals
Shows a pie chart with the total for each task.

Clients and projects view
The clients and projects reporting view will give you an insight into where time is being spent in
relation to your clients and projects.  There are four chart panels in this view.  Each chart panel
has a legend and you can hover over the chart elements to see more information.

Clients timeline
Shows a time series chart with the sum of time spent on clients (daily) with respect to time.
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Projects timeline
Shows a time series chart with the sum of time spent on projects (daily) with respect to time.

Clients totals
Shows a pie chart detailing the sum of time for each of the clients.

Project totals
Shows a pie chart detailing the sum of time for each of the projects.

Raw data
The raw data tab is very useful if you need to view and extract the raw timesheet data.  The
other chart views you have seen so far are aggregates of all this raw data and may not be
appropriate if you want to see individual timesheet records.  This raw data can be exported as
CSV format and then you can use the CSV file in Microsoft Excel for further data processing or
visualisation if you have some other charting requirement that ChronoSheets doesn’t provide.

Exporting raw timesheet data
You can export the raw data in ChronoSheets with the click of a single button.  First, though,
you’ll need to apply filters so you can get the correct data.  To get to the raw data view, click on
the main menu icon at the top left-hand side (assuming you have logged in) then click on
“ORGANISATION REPORTS”.  You’ll need the “Can view all employees reports” permission to
see and access this page.  Now click on the “Raw data” tab to the very end of the view.  You’ll
see a data grid containing timesheets submitted within the date range specified in the filters at
the top.  Adjust the date range at the top to match the required date range - only timesheet data
within the date range will be shown.
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The Raw Data view in the Organisation level reports page in ChronoSheets

Why export?
Your organisation may have some requirements that ChronoSheets doesn’t offer such as the
following:

● Archiving and backup
● Generate charts for quarterly updates
● Perform deep analysis over large time periods
● Export the data from ChronoSheets so it can be processed or imported into other

systems.

The fields in the export
When you click the “EXPORT (CSV)” button, a download will begin.  A CSV file containing the
raw data will be saved to your computer.  If you open this file up in Excel (or some other
program that supports CSV) you’ll see rows of data with fields.

Field name Description Format Position

Fullname The full name (first and last) of the employee String 0

Email Address The email address of the employee String 1

Job Code The job code for the submitted timesheet String 2

Task Name The name of the task for the submitted String 3
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timesheet

Client Name The name of the client for the submitted
timesheet

String 4

Project Name The name of the project for the submitted
timesheet

String 5

Start Date The date and time for the start of the timesheet MM/DD/YYYY
hh:mm:ss am/pm

6

End Date The date and time  for the end of the timesheet MM/DD/YYYY
hh:mm:ss am/pm

7

Total (in minutes) The total time of the timesheet, in minutes Decimal to 2 decimal
points

8

Total (in seconds) The total time of the timesheet, in seconds Number 9

Description The description that was entered while filling out
the timesheet

String 10

Pay Amount If the employee has a roster and pay rates
defined, then the pay amount will be calculated
and saved here.  This is the normal pay amount
(during rostered hours).

Decimal to 2 decimal
points

11

Pay Overtime Amount If the employee has a roster and pay rates
defined, then the pay overtime amount will be
calculated and saved here.  This is the overtime
pay amount (during non-rostered hours).

Decimal to 2 decimal
points

12

Trip Fuel Cost The total cost of the vehicle trip (if the employee
turned on the GPS tracking feature and
submitted the timesheet with the Stopwatch app
on iOS or Android)

Decimal to 2 decimal
points

13

Trip Distance (m) The total trip distance that was recorded via
GPS tracking using the Stopwatch app on iOS
and Android

Decimal to 2 decimal
points

14

The format of the export
The exported file is in CSV - Comma Separated Values.  The first line in the file contains the
column names, separated by commas.  The other lines are the individual records with timesheet
raw data.  Each record is separated by line break.
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Viewing your own vehicle trips and costs
You can view your own trips that have been recorded with the ChronoSheets Stopwatch for iOS
or Android.  To get to the page, click on the main menu icon located at the top left hand side of
the ChronoSheets website (assuming you have logged in).  Choose the “MY TRIPS” menu item
from the menu.  If you have recorded any trips, you should see them here.  The trips view will
show a panel for each trip that includes information about the trip such as start time, end time,
trip origin and destination, total fuel cost and trip distance.  To view the map, click on the “LOAD
MAP” button.  You can also enlarge the map by clicking on the “expand” icon at the top right
hand side of the map.

Viewing your trip history in ChronoSheets

Filtering by a date range
If you want to show only trips made during a date period, use the date pickers at the top of the
trips view.  The date will be applied as you make changes to the date selection.

Filtering by vehicle
You can also filter by vehicle type.  These are all the vehicles that have been entered into the
fleet management under the organisation.  Click the drop down and choose which vehicle you
want to filter by.
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Using the ChronoSheets Pro app for iOS and
Android to record your timesheets
The ChronoSheets Pro app for iOS and Android is a streamlined way of submitting timesheets.
You simply choose a job, task and whether you want to record GPS location.  Let the stopwatch
tick over while you’re doing your task and tap stop to finish the timesheet and automatically
save to your ChronoSheets account.  Internet access is required for this to work.

View your timesheet records Create manual timesheet
entries with attachments

View your GPS history

Installation
To start submitting timesheets and viewing your reports on your mobile device, you’ll first have
to install the app.  Below are the links for Android and iOS.  You’ll also need to have signed up
to ChronoSheets via the ChronoSheets website (app.chronosheets.com).

www.tsheets.xyz/androidapp
www.tsheets.xyz/iosapp
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Standard timesheet submission
To submit a standard timesheet via the app, open the app and login with your ChronoSheets
account.  Tap on the “Timesheets” tab in the app, click on the ”plus” button, choose a job code,
choose a task and click “next”.  If this task was set up to not record GPS data, then the timer will
start (otherwise there is an additional step that asks if you want to record the GPS data).  When
you’ve completed your task, tap the STOP button.  The app will save the timesheet to your
ChronoSheets account.

Recording vehicle trips
Recording a vehicle trip is exactly the same as standard timesheet submission, except you
would have to have chosen a task that has trip recording enabled.  When this happens, you’ll be
prompted by the app whether or not you want to record the GPS trip.  Tap yes and the
stopwatch will start.  At the same time, the GPS trip data will be recorded.  You can view the
current trip by tapping on the maps icon from the bottom RHS menu.  When you’ve completed
your trip, tap the STOP button.  The app will save your timesheet to your ChronoSheets
account.

Viewing your trip history
To view your own trip history in the app, tap on the “Trips” tab on the top of the app.  You’ll be
presented with a list of trip panels where you can load trip maps, view trip start and end
locations, see total trip distance and cost.  This list will show the most recent at the top of the
view and if you scroll down you can load more by clicking on the “LOAD MORE” button.

Updating your account information
You can use the app to update your basic account information.  With the app open, tap on the
“My Account” tab on the top of the app.  You’ll be presented with a form where you can update
your email address and first and last names.  You can also optionally update your password
from this form.  Click save to apply the changes.
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The ChronoSheets API

Introduction
The ChronoSheets API is hosted in the cloud, is a RESTful API implementation and will be
accessible from your app via HTTP.  Your app will need internet access via port 443 (SSL) to
access the API methods.  The API methods are using a mix of different HTTP verbs
(GET/POST/DELETE/PUT etc) - some of them accept a JSON request body and others accept
URL query string parameters.

Before you can do anything, you’ll need to use the “Login” API method to obtain an Auth Token.
Most of the other API methods (such as submitting timesheets, getting job codes, etc) have
access control - which means you need to make the request to these with an Auth Token.  You
will use the “Login” API method first, posting your username and password, to obtain an Auth
Token in the response of this method.  You can then use the Auth Token in any of the other
methods, which should work fine provided your user account has the correct permissions (each
of the API methods are protected - for example, if you want to call the “Update Job code”
method, your account would need the “Manage Jobs and Tasks” permission).

To use the Auth Token in a request, you set the “x-chronosheets-auth” header value with the
Auth Token in the HTTP headers.  ChronoSheets will look for and read this header - this is how
ChronoSheets can authenticate and authorise you.

Auth Tokens have a rolling expiration, which means that if you continue to make requests within
30 minutes, the Auth Token will continue to be active and valid.  If the Auth Token isn’t used for
over 30 minutes, then the Auth Token will expire and you’ll need to request a new one.

There is no separation of standard user accounts and API user accounts in ChronoSheets -
anyone can use their account credentials to access API methods.  It’s recommended that you
do set aside an account that is only used for API access though.

API playground
ChronoSheets has an API playground where you can practice API requests and see API
responses via your web browser.  The API playground allows you to see the full list of API
methods available, along with sample requests.  To start using the API playground, open this
page in your browser:

https://docs.chronosheets.com/
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Obtaining your Auth Token
From the API playground, open the “UserProfile” section.  Under this section, open the
“/api/UserProfile/DoLogin” method.  This method accepts a POST verb, so you’ll be posting a
JSON request to it.  First, click on the “Try it out” button in the top RHS of this section.  You’ll
see a pre-filled form with a template of the contents that are going to be POSTed to the API.

{
"UsernameOrEmail": "string",
"Password": "string"

}

Replace the “string” values with your own username and password.

The request text area field where you can specify your own username password
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Now you can actually make the request - click on the blue “Execute” button at the bottom and
the request will be posted to the ChronoSheets API.  All requests made to the ChronoSheets
API are protected with encryption under SSL/TLS.

With the request made to the API method, the API will respond and the playground will show the
following:

The response data from the Login API request
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There’s a lot of information here, but for now, the important thing you need to know is under the
Response Body area - the CSAuthToken property.  This is the Auth Token you can now use to
make further API requests.

Using the Auth Token in your first API request
Now you're going to take the Auth Token you received from the above instructions and make an
API request to a method that requires authorisation.  We’re going to use the API to get your
organisation/company information.  This API method is definitely something that you wouldn’t
want to be exposed to anyone, so this method is protected by only allowing access by someone
with the right permission.  Supplying the Auth Token does two things:

1. Identifies you - The Auth Token will be checked and will be used to work out who you
are.  You’ve already authenticated yourself to obtain the Auth Token and this has started
a session.  The Auth Token is your key to any of your private information.  Many of the
API methods are getting information related to you - but you won't need to explicitly state
who you are by using user/organisation IDs - ChronoSheets does this for you.

2. Checks your level of access - The Auth Token will be checked to determine if you have
the required level of access to actually perform the API request.

Find and expand the “Organisation” section in the API playground.  Next, expand the
“/api/Organisation/GetOrganisation” method.  You’ll see that this method is a GET method.
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The GetOrganisation API method in the API playground

Start by click on the “Try it out” button at the top RHS.  Copy the Auth Token from the previous
response (from the instructions in the above section) and paste it into the “x-chronosheets-auth”
field under “Parameters”.  Click the blue “Execute” button to make the request.  You’ll see the
below response:
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The response from the GetOrganisation API method

If your application were to make this request, you’d handle the response and probably
deserialize the JSON into an object.  Then you’d be able to use the data how you would like.
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